
Life On Display DYI Sign Kit 

Directions: Before beginning please set up your work station by covering your 

table with a plastic table cloth and/or old news papers to protect your table. 

Step 1 (placing the stencil)
Place the sign board, paint side up, on the table. Turn the stencil over and peel the backing (grid 

paper) off of the blue stencil. Remove it slowly and make sure all blue pieces remain in place on the 

sticky transfer paper. If a blue piece comes up, just place the grid paper back down, rub and try lifting 

again. One the entire paper is removed, fold and set the glossy paper aside for step 4. 

Holding the stencil taught, carefully and gently place the sticky side down onto the sign board. 

(Stencils are the same size as the board) Gently smooth out the stencil from the center out to the 

edges. Then with a credit card or plastic spatula, rub down the stencil with moderate pressure to 

make sure it adheres to the board. 

Remove the transfer paper off of the stencil by peeling the corner and pulling it across the board, 

keeping it taught and close to the board. Again, make sure that no blue pieces pull up. (if they do, 

press the transfer paper back down and press back into place) Now the stencil is in place and open for

paint.

Step 2 (base coat to minimize paint bleeding)
With the foam brush, paint a light, even coat of the background color over the stencil. 

(example: if the board is white, the base coat will be white. If you paint the board another color, then 

that color will be your base coat). 

Let dry completely. (If each coat of paint is not fully dry, there is a possibility for the letters to tear off 

when the stencil is removed).

Step 3 (stain frame)
While the base coat is drying, put on the black, nitrile gloves, carefully open the stain container and 

stain the frame by dipping the provided cloth into the stain container and rubbing the stain into the 

wood. Making sure to get the inside corners and wipe off any excess stain. (The grooved section of 

the frame where the board goes is not necessary to stain). Set aside to dry. 

USE CAUTION AND PROPER VENTILATION. DO NOT GET IN EYES OR INGEST. KEEP OUT OF 

REACH OF CHILDREN. PROPERLY DISPOSE OF STAIN WHEN FINISHED. 

Step 4 (paint words)
Do not start this step until the base coat is completely dry. Carefully open the container of paint 

(charcoal paint for white base, white paint for charcoal base) and dip the square end of the make-up 

wedge into the paint, then dab the paint into the glossy side of the stencil paper to allow paint to 

absorb into the sponge. Then dab/pounce the paint over the words on the stencil, covering the entire 

opening with a nice, even layer of paint. Allow the paint to dry completely. One coat will give it a 

worn/distressed look. If you want a darker, more defined look, you can do a second coat. Again, allow 

each coat of paint to dry completely. 



Step 5 (remove stencil)
Peel up a corner of the stencil and continue to peel off across the sign. It is normal for the vinyl to rip 

and tear around the letters. The inside pieces of the letters will also remain in place. Tear off the 

majority of the vinyl and then come back with a tweezers or a pointy metal tool to pick up the 

remaining pieces. 

(If any of the background paint peeled up, or if you have some paint bleeding, you can cover up with 

the base color)

Step 6 (attach frame)
Set the frame onto the table upside down and set the sign board (face down) into the frame. Holding 

a nail with a tweezers, nail the board to the frame. Adding a nail approximately every 6”. Keep the 

nail within 1/4” from the edge of the board to prevent the nail from going through the front of the 

sign. The back of the frame has an edge for hanging. 

Paint tips: 

Color: if you would like to use colors in your sign, choose either chalk paint or matte acrylic craft 

paint. Avoid satin or gloss paints, as these will stick to the vinyl and tear off when stencil is removed. 

Small containers of craft paint can be found at any craft store. I personally use Waverly chalk paint 

from Walmart. 

Mid to dark tones show up best on white backgrounds (but most colors show up on a white 

background). Bright and pastel colors show up best on charcoal backgrounds. If you use dark colors 

(red, navy, etc) on a charcoal background your words will not show up well. 

Coverage: dabbing the paint with the sponge ensures that you do not use too much paint.  If you 

have wide craft paint brushes, you may use to brush the paint over the stencil. When using a brush, 

paint light, even strokes of paint over the letters, going past the stencil opening to keep the paint 

coverage completely level, with-out uneven streaks. 

Dry time: it is very important that each coat of paint is given time to dry completely. If the paint is not

fully dry, there is a chance the letters may tear off during the removal of the stencil. 

You may use a hair dryer to speed up dry time, however you must use the lowest heat setting and do 

not get too close to the stencil. The stencil may heat up and start to curl, which would compromise 

the seal and allow paint to bleed. Keep the hair dryer 10”-12” above the stencil. 

Touch up: if there is bleeding (paint leakage) after the stencil is removed, take a sharp pointy tool (a 

thumb tack works well) to lightly scrape off the leaked paint. Then using the same tool, dip it into the 

base coat paint and gently dab the paint over the blemished area to cover up the spot. 

You did it! I hope you had fun and are proud of your masterpiece! If you would like, post a 
picture of you and your sign on my Facebook page! :)

Love, Susanne
Life On Display


